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correct quantity of fuel is delivered to the carburettor depending on the quantity of air passing
through the air filter. The filter doesn't need to be cleaned until an appreciable drop in power
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filters and housings. The detergent is biodegradable. Avoid contact with the eyes and keep out
of reach of children. Multipurpose biodegradable machine and parts cleaner. Water based,
biodegradable, alkaline detergent specifically for dissolving and removing organic oil residues
and for cleaning air filters and housings. Selection Landowner Chainsaws. Save and compare.
Technical data Technical data Value Displacement cc Standard features. Pre-separation air
filtration system The innovative long-life air filter system greatly extends the service life of the

filter. Advanced combustion technology Four overflow channels swirl the fuel-air mix before
ignition, allowing for optimum combustion and highly efficient performance. STIHL
anti-vibration system Intense vibration at the handles of power tools can lead to longer-term
effects of blood vessels in the hands and arms. Compensator This controller in the carburettor
prevents the fuel-air mixture getting richer as the air filter becomes clogged. Single-lever master
control All important functions such as start, choke, throttle and stop are operated via a single
lever. Side-mounted chain tensioning The tensioning screw is located on the side of the chain
saw through the sprocket cover. Tool free fuel caps Special caps on the fuel and oil tanks are
designed for easy opening and locking without the need for tools. Additional features HD2-Filter
This air filter keeps even the finest dust away from the engine, ensuring a particularly long
service life. Rapid Micro RM ,. Versions Price. Rollomatic E,. Filing Kit The complete Kit for saw
chain maintenance. Chainsaw Case Made of durable plastic. Guide bar leveler Tool for removing
burrs from the guide bar. Filing Vice - S Lightweight and convenient design. Filing Vice - L Large
and robust design. Can be easily driven into the wood. Multispray Multi function spray that
cleans a number of tools and leaves a protective film that does not harden on the surface and
thereby protects against corrosion. Versions Price Multispray - ml STIHL VarioClean Water
based, alkaline detergent specifically for dissolving and removing organic oil residues and for
cleaning air filters and housings. Versions Price VarioClean - ml Varioclean Special Cleaner
Multipurpose biodegradable machine and parts cleaner. Owners manuals and safety brochures.
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ill be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
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